
3rd Clarifications Document to Questions on the "RFP Number: ERP-KB-001-2019" 

 

1. For this, can we propose services related to consulting, implementation, data migration 

and training related to SAP S/4 Hana ERP only and exclude SAP license cost?  

            Answer => No, the prices should be clubbed together and submit as per Section V.  

 

2. Sir we would like to know whether the participation of ERP tender is 

open for all or for only those shortlisted firm from the EOI submission. 

           Answer => It is open to all.  

3. We understand there is BID Security remittance to be made in Bhutan cy. Nu.260,000/- 

by way of D.D.  We tried through the Indian Banks here and are not in a position to get 

the required D.D. in Ngultrum cy. 

Answer => kindly, get it done through SBI which should be redeemable in Bhutan. 

It can also be in terms of BG.  

4. Can you please share the value of the contract? 

Answer=> There is no specific value of the contract. The selection shall be based on 

quality and cost.   

5. Expectations from the vendor in terms of % age of onsite vis a vis offshore? 

Answer => The entire work must be completed within 8 months of the total 

duration, at least two professional man months should be spent in Bhutan.  

6. It is mentioned in the RFP the three key posts Team Leader, Specialists and Other 

Members (Pg-30-31) to implement the task but in clause 11.4 they have asked to submit 

only one curriculum vita (CV) for each position. As we understand it is not possible for a 

3 member team to finish this project. So, please provide us with a complete expected 

team member breakdown for whom we will have to submit CVs. 

Answer => You can use FORM TECH-6 CURRICULUM VITAE (CV) FOR 

PROPOSED PROFESSIONAL STAFF, this form could be used multiple times to 

define for each position and the rest of the team members CV’s.  

 


